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Abstract
Disclosed are systems and methods for converting a control track designed for use with a number and/or type of haptic output devices to be used with other numbers and/or types of haptic output devices. For example, a computing device may convert the control track into another control track that can be applied to other types and/or numbers of haptic output devices. The converted control track may be compatible for use with a smartphone or other system that includes a different number and/or type of haptic feedback devices than the system for which the haptic track was originally designed. In this manner, the user of the smartphone or other system may experience haptic feedback using a device that is different from another haptic feedback system for which the control track was originally designed for use. The conversion may occur locally at the smartphone or other system and/or remotely at another device.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS OF CONVERTING CONTROL TRACKS FOR PROVIDING HAPTIC FEEDBACK

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of priority from U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/874,920, filed Sep. 6, 2013, the entire content of which is incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD

The disclosure relates to systems and methods of converting a control track for providing haptic feedback via a haptic output device.

BACKGROUND

Augmenting media with haptic feedback can create an immersive user experience. For example, explosions in a movie or video game or deep base in a song may be accompanied by haptic feedback that enhances the media experience. The haptic feedback can be specified by control tracks that are manually authored (e.g., designed by a person) or automatically generated (e.g., by a processing device). However, each of these techniques has benefits and drawbacks.

Manually authored control tracks may facilitate customized haptic feedback that is authored by a person and therefore may represent a more meaningful, visceral, representation of media content. However, manually authoring control tracks is a time-consuming process. Manually-authored control tracks are typically generated for particular media content such as a specific movie and therefore are not suitable for use with other media content such as a different movie. As such, a control track that is manually authored for a given media content may not be applied to other media content. Furthermore, such manually-authored control tracks are typically designed for use with specialized haptic output systems such as a chair having multiple and different types of haptic output devices that can swivel the chair, move the chair up and down, etc. As such, the control tracks may therefore be incompatible with other types and/or number of haptic output devices such as those found on, among others, mobile communication devices.

Conventional automated systems may provide haptic feedback that is determined based on a computational analysis of the media content. Such systems may provide a cost-effective and fast solution to provide haptic feedback to augment media content. However, these conventional systems may not provide compelling haptic feedback for all types of media content and may not provide a quality of haptic feedback compared to manually-authored control tracks that specify the haptic feedback. Furthermore, automatically generated control tracks may be incompatible with certain types of haptic output devices. These and other problems exist.

SUMMARY

The disclosure relates to systems and methods of converting a control track for providing haptic feedback via a haptic output device. The control track may be configured to provide haptic feedback via a particular number and/or type of haptic output devices. The system leverages such high quality control tracks that are designed for particular types and/or numbers of haptic output devices so that they can be applied to other types and/or numbers of haptic output devices.

For example, the control track may be manually authored or otherwise created for particular media content such as a movie. The control track may be tailored for use with a haptic output system such as a specialized chair equipped with a plurality of different types of haptic output devices to provide the haptic feedback while the user watches the movie.

The control track may be designed such that the different types and/or numbers of haptic output devices provide different types and/or numbers of haptic feedback such as a swivel type of haptic feedback that swivels the chair, a type of haptic feedback that moves the chair up and down, and/or other types of haptic feedback. The number and/or types of haptic feedback that are to be provided may be designed by an author to correspond to particular movie scenes or other media content.

In one implementation, a system may convert the control track for use with other numbers and/or types of haptic output devices. For example, the system may convert the control track that is specifically created for the chair into another control track (e.g., a control or drive signal) that can be applied to other types and/or numbers of haptic feedback devices. The converted control track may be compatible for use with a smartphone or other device that includes a different number or type of haptic feedback devices than the chair. In this manner, the user of the smartphone or other device may experience haptic feedback using a device that is different from the chair or other haptic feedback system for which the control track was originally designed for use. In one implementation, the control track may otherwise be incompatible for use with the smartphone or other device without such conversion by the system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates a system of converting a control track for providing haptic feedback via a haptic output device, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 2A illustrates an example of a computing device that converts a control track having a plurality of channels into a converted control track having a lesser number of channels, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 2B illustrates an example of a computing device that converts a control track having a lesser number of channels into a converted control track having a greater number of channels, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 2C illustrates an example of a computing device that converts a control track having a given number of channels into a converted control track having the same number of channels, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 3A illustrates an example of a plurality of channels each having a corresponding haptic profile converted into a lesser number of channels each having a different haptic profile, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 3B illustrates an example of a lesser number of channels each having a corresponding haptic profile converted into a greater number of channels each having a different haptic profile, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 3C illustrates an example of a given number of channels each having a corresponding haptic profile converted into the same number of channels each having a different haptic profile, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a haptic output system that outputs one or more haptic feedback based on a control track having a plurality of channels, according to an aspect of the invention.
FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a device having a haptic output device that outputs haptic feedback based on a converted control track having a different number of channels than a control track from which the converted control track is generated, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 6 illustrates a flowchart of a process of converting a control track for providing haptic feedback via a haptic output device, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 7A schematically illustrates an example of coordinating the timing of haptic feedback decoded from a control track and haptic feedback encoded into a converted control track, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 7B schematically illustrates an example of determining the timing of haptic feedback decoded from a control track, determining events occurring in media content based on the timing, and determining haptic feedback based on the events, according to an aspect of the invention.

FIG. 7C schematically illustrates an example of a hybrid scheme of converting haptic tracks illustrated in FIGS. 7A and 7B, according to an aspect of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 illustrates a system 100 of converting a control track 112 for providing haptic feedback via a haptic output device 160, according to an aspect of the invention. System 100 may include a control track generator 110, a computing device 140, a haptic output system 170, haptic output device 160, and/or other components.

Control track generator 110 may include a device operated by a control track designer who creates a control track 112. Control track 112 may include control signals or other information that causes haptic output system 170 to provide one or more types of haptic feedback that is specifically created by the designer. Typically, although not necessarily, the control track is designed such that the haptic feedbacks are synchronized with media content such as a movie, video game, music, and/or other media content that can be played back. In this manner, the user who plays back the media content may be provided with the haptic feedbacks that correspond to various portions of the media content and are designed by the control track designer.

In some instances, control track 112 may be created automatically by a computing device without human intervention and/or created semi-automatically by the computing device with input by a human operator such as the control track designer. Whenever a method is used to create control track 112, the haptic feedbacks specified by the control track may be tailored or otherwise intended for use with haptic output system 170.

Haptic output system 170 may include one or more haptic output devices 172 (illustrated in FIG. 1) as haptic output devices 172A, 172B, . . . , 172N). Control track 112 is usually designed for use with a particular haptic output system 170 and therefore may be incompatible with other haptic output devices.

As used herein, a control track is “incompatible” with a haptic output device when the particular haptic feedback specified by the control track cannot be produced by the haptic output device. For example, because the control track designer designed control track 112 for use with haptic output system 170, haptic output device 160 will not produce the particular haptic feedback designed by the control track designer or automated computer processor when control track 112 is applied to haptic output device 160. Such incompatibility may arise from differences in signal formatting, differences in types/numbers of haptic output devices used to provide the haptic feedback (e.g., differences between types/numbers of haptic output devices 172 and haptic output device 160), and/or other characteristics of the control track or haptic output devices that cause the incompatible haptic output device to be unable to provide the particular haptic feedback. Furthermore, a haptic feedback may be “different” than another haptic feedback when a characteristic such as a magnitude, amplitude, duration, and/or other characteristic of the haptic feedback is different than the corresponding characteristic for the other haptic feedback.

Haptic output device 160 may include an actuator for example, an electromagnetic actuator such as an Eccentric Rotating Mass ("ERM") in which an eccentric mass is moved by a motor, a Linear Resonant Actuator ("LRA") in which a mass attached to a spring is driven back and forth, or a “smart material” such as piezoelectric material, electro-active polymers, or shape memory alloys, a multi-component actuator, an electro-static actuator, an electro-tactile actuator, and/or another type of actuator that provides physical feedback such as haptic (e.g., vibrotactile) feedback. The haptic output device 160 may include non-mechanical or non-vibratory devices such as those that use electrostatic friction (ESF), ultrasonic surface friction (USF), or those that induce acoustic radiation pressure with an ultrasonic haptic transducer, or those that use a haptic substrate and a flexible or deformable surface, or those that provide projected haptic output such as a puff of air using an air jet, and so on.

Computing device 140 may be programmed to convert control track 112 so that haptic output device 160 may provide haptic feedback based on a converted control track 154. The haptic feedback provided by haptic output device 160 may be used instead of, be representative of, or otherwise simulate the haptic feedback provided by haptic output system 170. In this manner, a control track that was designed for use with a particular haptic output system having a certain type and/or number of haptic output devices may be converted into a control track that can be used for a different type and/or number of haptic output devices.

Computing device 140 may include a processor 142 that is programmed with various modules, which may include, for example, computer programming instructions. The various modules, which may be stored in storage device 144, may include a control track decoding module 146, a control track conversion module 148, a control track editing module 150, a feedback coordination module 152, and/or other modules.

Computing device 140 may receive a control track 112, which may be streamed to computing device 140, stored at storage device 144, and/or otherwise transferred to computing device 140. Whether control track 112 is streamed, stored, and/or otherwise transferred, computing device 140 may be programmed to process the control track and generate the converted control track 154 based on the processed control track. Control track 154 may be provided to haptic output device 160, which may generate haptic feedback based on control track 154. Although illustrated separately, haptic output device 160 may be integrated with or separate from computing device 140. When separate, computing device 140 and haptic output device 160 may be coupled to one another via a wired or wireless connection. When integrated, processor 142 and haptic output device 160 may be coupled to one another using conventional circuitry.

In some implementations, control track decoding module 146 may be configured to decode control track 112. Control track decoding module 146 may decode control track 112 based on a pre-stored file (e.g., when control track 112 is
stored on storage device 144) or based on a streamed control track 112 such that processing is performed as the control track is streamed.

Control track decoding module 146 may identify one or more individual channels from control track 112. An individual channel may be configured to cause a corresponding haptic output device 172 to generate a haptic feedback. In other words, each individual channel when applied to a corresponding haptic output device 172 causes haptic feedback to be generated by the corresponding haptic output device. Control track decoding module 146 may identify and determine such individual channels using conventional signal processing techniques.

In some implementations, control track decoding module 146 may be configured to extract from control track 112 meta-data that includes information that is related to media content. The meta-data may have been encoded in control track 112 by a haptic designer to describe corresponding media content. The meta-data may include, for example, a description of an event in the corresponding media content (e.g., an explosion in a movie or game), a command to execute a particular haptic feedback at a particular time during media playback (e.g., swivel chair for 10 seconds), and/or other information that is related to the corresponding media content. Computing device 140 may be configured to generate control track 154 based on the meta-data, as described below.

In some implementations, control track conversion module 148 may be configured to generate control track 154 based on control track 112. Control track conversion module 148 may generate control track 154 by creating an all-new control track or by modifying control track 112. In this manner, control track conversion module 148 may “convert” control track 112 into control track 154 whether or not control track 154 is newly generated or merely a modified form of control track 112.

Control track conversion module 148 may analyze the one or more individual channels decoded from control track 112 to generate the same or different number (e.g., fewer or more) channels to be included in control track 154.

In some implementations, control track conversion module 148 may perform signal processing to convert control track 112 into control track 154. For example, the frequency content of the plurality of channels of control track 112 may be analyzed in order to generate a control track having a single channel or other number of channels.

Control track conversion module 148 may convert a multi-channel control track into a control track having fewer channels based on a combination of the plurality of channels. For example, control track conversion module 148 may superpose the plurality of channels onto a single channel. Control track conversion module 148 may convert a multi-channel control track into a control track having fewer channels based on only a subset of the plurality of channels. For example, control track conversion module 148 may ignore one or more of the plurality of channels, use one or more channels to produce a particular characteristic (e.g., those with higher or lower intensities at a given time), and/or otherwise use fewer than the available channels.

In some implementations, control track conversion module 148 may alter one or more channels of control track 112 and/or control track 154 to make the control track more suitable (e.g., compatible with) haptic output device 160. For example, control track conversion module 148 may shift the frequency content of control track 112 to better match the bandwidth and frequency response of haptic output device 160. In some of these examples, control track conversion module 148 may extract the envelope of the one or more signals of control track 112 and/or control track 154 and fill the envelope with a sine wave running at the resonant frequency of haptic output device 160. In this manner, control track conversion module 148 may tune the haptic feedback to be provided based on a characteristic (e.g., the resonant frequency in the foregoing example) of haptic output device 160.

In some implementations, control track conversion module 148 may coordinate haptic feedback encoded into control track 154 to be output at approximately the same time as haptic feedback that is encoded by control track 112. For example, control track conversion module 148 may identify the timing of haptic feedback encoded by control track 112 such as a start time and/or an end time. Using the timing (which may or may not be embedded within control track 112) of haptic feedback, control track conversion module 148 may encode haptic feedback encoded into control track 154 at corresponding times (e.g., at similar start and/or end times). In this manner, haptic feedback encoded into control track 154 may start at times similar to start times of haptic feedback encoded into control track 112, may end at times similar to end times of haptic feedback encoded into control track 112, or may start and end at times similar to the start and end times of haptic feedback encoded into control track 112.

In some implementations, control track conversion module 148 may identify the timing of haptic feedback encoded by control track 112 and determine corresponding portions of media content. Control track conversion module 148 may then automatically determine haptic feedback to be provided based on the corresponding portions of the media content. In some of these implementations, instead of converting haptic feedback from control track 112 into haptic feedback encoded into control track 154, control track conversion module 148 may determine haptic feedback to be encoded into control track 154 based on portions of the media content that correspond to times when haptic feedback from control track 112 is encoded. In this manner, control track conversion module 148 may use control track 112 as a guide to when haptic feedback should be provided, but use media content to automatically determine the haptic feedback. Such automated haptic feedback generation based on media content can be performed using, for example, systems and methods as described in co-owned U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/365,984, filed on Feb. 3, 2012, entitled “Sound to Haptic Effect Conversion System using Amplitude Value,” published as U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2012/0206246 on Aug. 16, 2012, and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/366,010, filed on Feb. 3, 2012, entitled “Sound to Haptic Effect Conversion System using Waveform,” published as U.S. Patent Application No. 2012/0206247 on Aug. 16, 2012, the entirety of which are incorporated by reference herein.

In some implementations, control track conversion module 148 may automatically determine the haptic feedback based on a combination of converting the haptic feedback encoded by control track 112 and automatic generation based on corresponding portions of the media content. In this manner, control track conversion module 148 may use the timings of haptic feedback from control track 112 as a guide to automatically determine haptic feedback from corresponding portions of the media content as well as conversion of the haptic feedback encoded by control track 112. Such combinations may be achieved by averaging various feedback parameters (e.g., magnitude, frequency, duration, etc.) of the converted haptic feedback and the haptic feedback automatically generated from the media content.

In some implementations, control track conversion module 148 may identify events and convert control track 112 into
control track 154 based on the identified events. The events may be learned based on machine learning and pattern recognition, meta-data related to control track 112, media content associated with control track 112, and/or based on other information that may indicate events.

Control track conversion module 148 may use machine learning and pattern recognition to recognize one or more events within one or more channels of control track 112. The event may include a recognizable characteristic of the one or more of the channels, thereby indicating haptic feedback encoded by control track 112. For example, high amplitude on all channels may be inferred to cause haptic feedback that is associated with an explosion, while different channels having different amplitudes and directions may be inferred to cause a swirling motion (e.g., different channels having control signals that cause different haptic output devices to swirl a chair) that is associated with flying.

In some implementations, meta-data extracted by haptic decoding module 146 and/or analysis of corresponding media content may be used to identify such events as well. In some implementations, the events may be mapped to particular haptic feedback. In these implementations, control track conversion module 148 may use conversion rules to generate control track 154 such that the particular haptic feedback is generated at haptic output device 160. In some instances, the particular haptic feedback may be configured to simulate the original haptic feedback generated by haptic output system 170 in response to control track 112. For example, control track 154 may be generated such that a haptic feedback is produced with strong vibrations to simulate the explosion effect. Control track 154 may be generated such that a slowly varying haptic feedback is produced to simulate the flying effect. Control track 154 may therefore be automatically generated by control track conversion module 148. However, computing device 140 may be programmed to allow for manual editing by a user such as a developer and/or end user.

In some implementations, control track editing module 150 may be configured to manually or semi-manually perform the conversion. Such manual conversion may include adjusting control track 154 to suit particular needs by adding new haptic feedback, removing automatically configured haptic feedback, and/or changing haptic feedback caused by control track 154. In some implementations, control track editing module 150 may allow for manual conversion of control track 112 while receiving suggestions from control track conversion module 148. For example, as a user is manually converting control track 112, control track conversion module 148 may provide suggestions on haptic feedback that it would generate. In some implementations, the user may provide suggestions to control track conversion module 148 as well to improve results. For example, the user may visually recognize certain events in media content and may suggest, alter, or remove (and computing device 140 may receive such suggestions via control track editing module 150) haptic feedback accordingly.

In some implementations, feedback coordination module 152 may be configured to coordinate video output and/or audio output with control track 112. In some implementations, feedback coordination module 152 may synchronize the video output and/or audio output based on a synchronizing code embedded into the media content and/or via time stamps that generally set a time for outputting each of the video output, audio output, and/or the haptic feedback.

In operation, media playback may be coordinated with control track 154 in various configurations. For example, a single device may include a display device (e.g., a touch screen) and haptic output device 160. Alternatively, multiple devices may be used to separately provide the media content and the haptic feedback. For example, a television may be used to provide media content while the haptic feedback is provided through a device that houses haptic output device 160. Devices that may house haptic output device may include, without limitation, a smartphone, a tablet computer, a wearable device (e.g., "smart glasses"), a game controller, a remote control, and/or other devices capable of housing haptic output device 160.

Although only a single haptic output device 160 is illustrated, computing device 140 may generate control track 154 that includes more than one channel such that more than one haptic output device 160 may be used. For example, computing device 140 may convert a multi-channel track into a control track having fewer channels, but such lesser number of channels is not necessarily limited to a single channel. Furthermore, computing device 160 may convert a multi-channel control track into a control track having the same number of channels such that a plurality of haptic output devices 160 are used to output corresponding haptic feedback. For example, when the number of haptic output devices 172 matches the number of haptic output devices 160, computing device 140 may be programmed to convert each channel of control track 112 based on the characteristics of haptic output devices 160. Still further, computing device 140 may convert a single channel control track into a control track having one or more channels.

In some implementations, computing device 140 may convert control tracks that are automatically generated as well. For example, control tracks that are automatically created based on video and/or audio content may be converted using the functions of computing device 140 described herein.

Furthermore, control tracks used to control motors that move a moving platform may be converted by computing device 140 to simulate the movements via haptic output device 160. For example, the command signals for the motors of an amusement park ride may be analyzed in order to detect accelerations (or other movements) caused by the motors. Such analysis may be performed using the various operations described herein to automatically generate control track 154, which may be provided to haptic output device 160 to simulate the movements. The control track 154 and optionally corresponding media content may be applied to a single device or multiple devices to provide haptic feedback and optionally video/audio that simulate the amusement park ride.

Other applications will be apparent to those having skill in the art as well. For example, a vibration track may be converted to a friction track (e.g., an ESF track), or vice-versa based on the systems and methods described herein. For example, the frequency and amplitude of haptic feedback encoded by a vibration track may be modified to match the properties of an ESF encoded by the friction track.

Computing device 140 may include a mobile device (e.g., a smartphone), a laptop computer, a desktop computer, a tablet computer, a gaming console, and/or other computing device.

Storage device 144 and other storage media described herein may include one or both of system storage that is provided integrally (i.e., substantially non-removable) with computing device 140 and/or removable storage that is removable connectable to computing device 140 via, for example, a port (e.g., a USB port, a firewire port, etc.) or a drive (e.g., a disk drive, etc.). Storage device 144 and other storage media described herein may include one or more of the optically readable storage media (e.g., optical disks, etc.), magnetically readable storage media (e.g., magnetic tape,
magnetic hard drive, floppy drive, etc.), electrical charge-

based storage media (e.g., EEPROM, RAM, etc.), solid-state

storage media (e.g., flash drive, etc.), and/or other electroni-
cally readable non-transitory storage media. Storage device

144 and other storage media described herein may include

one or more virtual storage resources (e.g., cloud storage, a

virtual private network, and/or other virtual storage

resources). Storage device 144 and other storage media
described herein may store software algorithms, information
determined by processor(s) 142, information received from
computing device 140, and/or other information that enables
computing device 140 to function as described herein.

Processor(s) 142 and other processors described herein are

configured to provide information processing capabilities in

computing device 140. As such, processor(s) 142 and other

processors described herein may include one or more of a
digital processor, an analog processor, a digital circuit
designed to process information, an analog circuit designed to
process information, a state machine, and/or other mechanisms
for electronically processing information. Although

processor(s) 142 and other processors described herein is illustrated in FIG. 1 as a single entity, this is for illustrative

purposes only. In some implementations, processor(s) 142

and other processors described herein may include a plurality

of processing units. These processing units may be physically

located within the same device, or processor(s) 142 and other

processors described herein may represent processing func-
tionalities of a plurality of devices operating in coordination.

Processor(s) 142 and other processors described herein may be

configured to execute modules by software; hardware;

firmware; some combination of software, hardware, and/or

firmware; and/or other mechanisms for configuring processing

capabilities on processor(s) 142 and other processors

described herein.

The various modules described herein are exemplary only.

Other configurations and numbers of modules may be used,
as well using non-modular approaches so long as the one or

more physical processors are programmed to perform the
functions described herein. It should be appreciated that

although the various modules are illustrated in FIG. 1 as being

located within a single processing unit, in implementations in which processor(s) 142 includes multiple processing

units, one or more modules may be located remotely from the

other modules. The description of the functionality provided

by the different modules described herein is for illustrative

purposes, and is not intended to be limiting, as any of modules

may provide more or less functionality than is described. For

example, one or more of the modules may be eliminated, and

some or all of its functionality may be provided by other ones

of the modules. As another example, processor(s) 142 may be

categorized to execute one or more additional modules that

determine one or all of the functionality attributed herein to

one of the modules.

The components illustrated in FIG. 1 may be communica-
tively coupled to one another via various communication links

such as a network. The network may include wired or wireless

connections. In some aspects of the invention, the network

may include any one or more of, for instance, the Internet, an

intranet, a PAN (Personal Area Network), a LAN (Local Area

Network), a WAN (Wide Area Network), a SAN (Storage

Area Network), a MAN (Metropolitan Area Network), a

wireless network, a cellular communications network, a Public

Switched Telephone Network, and/or other network.

Various inputs, outputs, configurations, and/or other infor-
mation described herein as being stored or storability may be

stored in one or more databases (not illustrated in FIG. 1).

Such databases may be, include, or interface to, for example,
an Oracle™ relational database sold commercially by Oracle

Corporation. Other databases, such as Informix™, DB2 (Da-
tabase 2) or other data storage, including file-based, or query

formats, platforms, or resources such as OLAP (On Line

Analytical Processing), SQL (Standard Query Language), a

SAN (storage area network), Microsoft Access™ or others

may also be used, incorporated, or accessed. The database

can comprise one or more such databases that reside in one or

more physical devices and in one or more physical locations.
The database may store a plurality of types of data and/or files

and associated data or file descriptions, administrative infor-
mation, or any other data.

FIG. 2A illustrates an example of a computing device 140

that converts a control track 112 having a plurality of channels

202 into a converted control track 154 having a lower number

of channels 210, according to an aspect of the invention.

Although only a single channel 210 is illustrated, computing

device 140 may be programmed to generate control track 154

to have any number of channels that is less than the number

of channels 202 from control track 112. Thus, computing device

140 may convert a control track having three (or other num-

ber) of channels into a converted control track having two (or

other lower number) of channels than the control track. As
described herein, computing device 140 may do so by remov-
ing unwanted channels (e.g., selecting one or more channels

to be representative of other channels), combining two or

more channels, and/or otherwise generating a lower number

of channels. It should be noted that at least one of the channels

of control track 112 may be left unaltered such that control

track 154 has at least one channel 202 from control track 112

that is left unaltered. Additionally or alternatively, at least one

of the channels 202 of control track 112 may be altered such

as by filling or otherwise modifying an envelope of the chan-

nel 202.

The example illustrated by FIG. 2A may be used, without

limitation, where control track 112 is originally intended for

use in a haptic output system having a greater number of

haptic output devices than a target device/system having a

lesser number of haptic output devices. For example, haptic

feedback provided by a first apparatus having five haptic

output devices may be simulated or otherwise provided by a

second apparatus having one haptic output device by con-

verting the original control track for use with the second appar-

tus.

FIG. 2B illustrates an example of a computing device 140

that converts a control track 112 having a lesser number of

channels 202 into a converted control track 154 having a

greater number of channels 210, according to an aspect of

the invention. Although only a single control track 202 is il-

lustrated, computing device 140 may be programmed to convert

control track 112 having any number of channels into control

track 154 having a greater number of channels. As described

described herein, computing device 140 may do so by adding additional channels. Such added channels may be derived from one or

more channels 202 (e.g., by averaging, merging, or otherwise

combining two or more channels 202 to create one additional

one or more channels; duplicating one or more channels 202, and/or otherwise adding a new channel 202).

The example illustrated by FIG. 2B may be used, without

limitation, where control track 112 is originally intended for

use in a haptic output system having a lesser number of haptic

output devices than a target device/system having a greater

number of haptic output devices. For example, haptic feed-

back provided by a first apparatus having three haptic output
devices may be simulated or otherwise provided by a second

apparatus having six haptic output devices by converting the

original control track for use with the second apparatus.
FIG. 2C illustrates an example of a computing device 140 that converts a control track 112 having a given number of channels 202 into a converted control track 154 having the same number of channels 210, according to an aspect of the invention. Although a single channel 202 and a single channel 210 is illustrated, computing device 140 may be programmed to convert any number of channels 202 to the same number of channels 210. In these implementations, computing device 140 may alter one or more of the channels 202 as described herein to convert them to corresponding channels 210.

The example illustrated by FIG. 2C may be used, without limitation, where control track 112 is originally intended for use in a haptic output system having the same number of haptic output devices as a target device/system. In some instances, at least one of the haptic output devices of the target device may be a different type of haptic output device than at least one of the haptic output devices of the original haptic output system.

Referring to FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C, in some implementations, two or more of the channels 210 may be substantially identical to (e.g., duplicates of) one another. In these implementations, at least two haptic output devices of the target device may provide the same haptic feedback.

FIG. 3A illustrates an example of a plurality of channels 202 each having a corresponding haptic profile 300 converted into a lesser number of channels 210 each having a different haptic profile 310, according to an aspect of the invention. FIG. 3B illustrates an example of a lesser number of channels 202 each having a corresponding haptic profile 300 converted into a greater number of channels 210 each having a different haptic profile 310, according to an aspect of the invention. FIG. 3C illustrates an example of a given number of channels 202 each having a corresponding haptic profile 300 converted into the same number of channels 210 each having a different haptic profile 310, according to an aspect of the invention.

Referring to FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3C, non-limiting examples of haptic profiles are illustrated with respect to X and Y axes. In each of the force profiles, the Y axis may refer to a characteristic of a haptic feedback such as a magnitude and the X axis may refer to time. Channels 202 may be converted into channels 210 as discussed above with respect to FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C.

FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a haptic output system 170 that outputs one or more haptic feedback based on a control track 112 having a plurality of channels 202, according to an aspect of the invention. Haptic output system 170 may include a system that is originally intended to provide haptic feedback based on control track 112. Haptic output system 170 is illustrated as a chair having multiple haptic output devices 172, although other configurations of haptic output system 170 may be used as well (such as, for example, a system of wearable devices each having a haptic output device 172, a computing device having a plurality of haptic output devices 172, etc.). In some implementations, a given haptic output device 172 may be configured to provide a particular type of haptic feedback that is different than other haptic feedback provided by other haptic output devices 172. For example, haptic output device 172N may swivel a chair, while haptic output device 172A may recline the chair forward or backward.

FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a computing device 140 having a haptic output device 160 that outputs haptic feedback based on a control track 154 having a different number of channels 210 than a control track from which control track 154 is generated, according to an aspect of the invention. Although only a single haptic output device 160 is illustrated in FIG. 5, computing device 140 may include more than one haptic output device 160. As illustrated, a control track 154 that was converted from control track 112 may be applied at a computing device 140 that houses a haptic output device 160. For example, the control track 112 (illustrated in FIG. 4 and other Figures) may be converted such that haptic output device 160 generates haptic feedback that is different from the haptic feedback provided by haptic output system 170. In this manner, a control track intended or otherwise designed for different numbers and/or types of haptic output devices may be converted and then used to provide haptic feedback to a device that may otherwise be incompatible with the control track.

FIG. 6 illustrates a flowchart of a process 600 of converting a control track for providing haptic feedback via a haptic output device, according to an aspect of the invention. The various processing operations depicted in the flowchart of FIG. 6 and other drawing Figures are described in greater detail herein. The described operations may be accomplished using some or all of the system components described in detail above. According to an aspect of the invention, various operations may be performed in different sequences. In other implementations, additional operations may be performed along with some or all of the operations shown in FIG. 6 and other drawing Figures, or some operations may be omitted. In yet other implementations, one or more operations may be performed simultaneously. Accordingly, the operations as illustrated (and described in greater detail below) are exemplary in nature and, as such, should not be viewed as limiting.

In an operation 602, a first control track may be received. The first control track may be received via a stream, a stored file, and/or other transfer mechanism. In an operation 604, the first control track may be processed. Such processing may include decoding the first control track to identify or otherwise obtain signals, meta-data, and/or other information encoded by the first control track. In streaming implementations, processing may occur on the streamed first control track by storing at least portions of the first control track in a memory buffer for processing. In stored file implementations, the first control track may be obtained from a memory device and then processed.

In an operation 606, a second control track may be generated based on the processing. The second control track may be generated based on processing the signals, meta-data, pattern recognition, and/or other information obtained or derived from the first control track. For example, control signals that cause haptic feedback to be provided may be modified, deleted, added to, and/or otherwise altered such that the second control track is generated. Alternatively or additionally, meta-data encoded by the first control track may be used to generate the second control track. Such meta-data may specify annotations that indicate events occurring in a corresponding media file (e.g., a movie). Responsive to such events, haptic feedback that can be output by a target haptic output device may be generated based on the events. For example, a given haptic feedback may be associated with a given event such that when the given event is indicated by the meta-data, the given haptic feedback is encoded in the second control track to correspond to the given event. Alternatively or additionally, signal or event patterns specified by the control signals or meta-data may be used to generate the second control track. For example, process 606 may learn that a particular control signal characteristic is correlated with a given event such as an explosion. In this manner, when an explosion or the given control signal is indicated, process 606 may encode in the second control track a haptic feedback for the event, which may be pre-stored or derived from the control signal from the first control track.
In an operation 608, the second control track may be provided to one or more haptic output devices (e.g., haptic output device 160 illustrated in FIG. 1). Although not illustrated, the second control track may alternatively or additionally be stored in a memory device for later provisioning to a haptic output device. In these implementations, various control tracks may be converted and stored for provisioning to a haptic output device.

FIG. 7A schematically illustrates an example of coordinating the timing of haptic feedback 712A and 712B decoded from control track 112 and haptic feedback 754A and 754B encoded into control track 154, according to an aspect of the invention. The timing of haptic feedback 712A and 712B encoded by control track 112 may be determined. Corresponding haptic feedback 754A and 754B may be converted from and synchronized with haptic feedback 712A and 712B, respectively. In other words, haptic feedback 754A and 754B may be both converted from and synchronized with (e.g., encoded in control track 154 such that they are output at approximately the same time as) haptic feedback 712A and 712B, respectively.

FIG. 7B schematically illustrates an example of determining the timing of haptic feedback 712A and 712B decoded from control track 112, determining events 722A and 722B based on the timing, and determining haptic feedback 754A and 754B based on the events 722A and 722B, according to an aspect of the invention. Events 722A and 722B that correspond to the time when haptic feedback 712A and 712B are to be output are determined. Based on events 722A and 722B, respective haptic feedback 754A and 754B is automatically generated. In this manner, the timing of haptic feedback 712A and 712B are used to generate events 722A and 722B, which are then used to automatically determine haptic feedback 754A and 754B encoded into control track 154.

FIG. 7C schematically illustrates an example of a hybrid scheme of converting haptic tracks illustrated in FIGS. 7A and 7B, according to an aspect of the invention. The timing of haptic feedback 712A and 712B may be used to identify events 722A and 722B occurring in media content 720. Haptic feedback 754A and 754B may be determined based on a combination of: (i) converting corresponding haptic feedback 712A and 712B, and (ii) automatically determining haptic feedback 754A and 754B based on corresponding events 722A and 722B.

Other aspects, uses, and advantages of the invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art from consideration of the specification and practice of the invention disclosed herein. The specification should be considered exemplary only, and the scope of the invention is accordingly intended to be limited only by the following claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A computer-implemented method of providing haptic feedback, the method comprising:
   receiving a first haptic control track with a processor, the first haptic control track configured to cause a first haptic output device to generate a first haptic feedback; and
   generating a second haptic control track with the processor based on the first haptic control track, the second haptic control track configured to cause a second haptic output device, different from the first haptic output device, to generate a second haptic feedback.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the first haptic control track comprises a plurality of channels and wherein generating the second haptic control track comprises:
   converting the plurality of channels into a lesser number of channels that are included in the second haptic control track.

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein processing the first haptic control track comprises:
   obtaining one or more commands from the first haptic control track, wherein the one or more commands are configured to cause the first haptic output device to generate the first haptic feedback, wherein the second haptic control track is generated based on the one or more commands.

4. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein processing the first haptic control track comprises:
   obtaining a description of one or more events occurring in relation to the first haptic control track, wherein the second haptic control track is generated based on the description of the one or more events, and wherein the one or more events comprises a visual event, an audio event, or a process occurring in media that is to be played back along with the second haptic control track.

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising:
   identifying one or more patterns within the first haptic control track; and
   correlating the one or more patterns with one or more events, wherein the second haptic control track is generated based on the one or more events.

6. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the first haptic feedback comprises a movement that is not possible to recreate by the second haptic output device, and wherein generating the second haptic control track comprises:
   converting the first haptic control track such that the second haptic control track is configured to cause the second haptic output device to simulate the movement.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising:
   receiving one or more manual editing commands from a user; and
   modifying the second haptic control track such that the second haptic feedback to be generated is modified based on the one or more manual editing commands.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising:
   providing media content to a media output device such that the second haptic control track causes the second haptic feedback to be coordinated with playback of the media content.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the second haptic feedback is different from the first haptic feedback.

10. A system of providing haptic feedback, the system comprising:
   a processor programmed to:
   receive a first haptic control track configured to cause a first haptic output device to provide a first haptic feedback; and
   generate a second haptic control track based on the first haptic control track, the second haptic control track configured to cause a second haptic output device, different from the first haptic output device, to generate a second haptic feedback.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the first haptic control track comprises a plurality of channels and wherein the processor is further programmed to:
convert the plurality of channels into a lesser number of channels that are included in the second haptic control track.

12. The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is further programmed to:
   obtain one or more commands from the first haptic control track, wherein the one or more commands are configured to cause the first haptic output device to generate the first haptic feedback, wherein the second haptic control track is generated based on the one or more commands.

13. The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is further programmed to:
   obtain a description of one or more events occurring in relation to the first haptic control track, wherein the second haptic control track is generated based on the description of the one or more events, and wherein the one or more events comprises a visual event, an audio event, or a process occurring in media that is to be played back along with the second haptic control track.

14. The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is further programmed to:
   identify one or more patterns within the first haptic control track; and
   correlate the one or more patterns with one or more events, wherein the second haptic control track is generated based on the one or more events.

15. The system of claim 10, wherein the first haptic feedback comprises a movement that is not possible to recreate by the second haptic output device, and wherein the processor is further programmed to:
   convert the first haptic control track such that the second haptic control track is configured to cause the second haptic output device to simulate the movement.

16. The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is further programmed to:
   receive one or more manual editing commands from a user; and
   modify the second haptic control track such that the second haptic feedback to be generated is modified based on the one or more manual editing commands.

17. The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is further programmed to:
   provide media content to a media output device such that the second haptic control track causes the second haptic feedback to be coordinated with playback of the media content.

18. The system of claim 10, wherein the second haptic feedback is different from the first haptic feedback.

19. A non-transitory computer-readable medium storing instructions that, when executed by a processor, cause the processor to provide haptic feedback by:
   receiving a first haptic control track, the first haptic control track configured to cause a first haptic output device to generate a first haptic feedback; and
   generating a second haptic control track based on the first haptic control track, the second haptic control track configured to cause a second haptic output device, different from the first haptic output device, to generate a second haptic feedback.

20. The computer-readable medium of claim 19, wherein the first haptic control track comprises a plurality of channels and wherein generating the second haptic control track comprises:
   converting the plurality of channels into a lesser number of channels that are included in the second haptic control track.

* * * * *